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The synonyms of “Structured” are: integrated

Structured as an Adjective

Definitions of "Structured" as an adjective

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “structured” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:

Resembling a living organism in organization or development.
Having definite and highly organized structure.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Structured" as an adjective (1 Word)

integrated Formed into a whole or introduced into another entity.
A more closely integrated economic and political system.
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Usage Examples of "Structured" as an adjective

A structured environment.
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Associations of "Structured" (30 Words)

alabaster Made of alabaster.
Alabaster statue.

anatomical
Of or relating to the branch of morphology that studies the structure of
organisms.
Anatomical research.

anatomy A study of the structure or internal workings of something.
Human anatomy.

architecture
The structure and organization of a computer’s hardware or system
software.
The chemical architecture of the human brain.

https://grammartop.com/anatomy-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/architecture-synonyms
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arrangement The thing arranged or agreed to.
He changed the arrangement of the topics.

builder A person who constructs something by putting parts or material together.
Empire builder.

carillon A tune played on a carillon.

carving The action of carving.
A table decorated with fluted carving.

column
A vertical glass tube used in column chromatography a mixture is poured
in the top and washed through a stationary substance where components
of the mixture are adsorbed selectively to form colored bands.
A wide entrance portico of eight Ionic columns.

configuration
The arrangement or set-up of the hardware and software that make up a
computer system.
The unrepeatable configuration of the stars at the moment of your birth.

construction An interpretation or explanation.
During the construction we had to take a detour.

corinthian A resident of Corinth.

dissection Cutting so as to separate into pieces.
The dissection of animals for scientific research.

etch The action or process of etching something.
Her initials were etched on the table flap.

forwarding The advancement of some enterprise.
The Royal Mail s forwarding service.

frame The framework for a pair of eyeglasses.
The frame was much more valuable than the miror it held.

framework A hypothetical description of a complex entity or process.
The theoretical framework of political sociology.

marble Paint or stain like marble.
I thought she d lost her marbles asking a question like that.

modernist A believer in or supporter of modernism, especially in the arts.
James Joyce and other 20th century modernists.

morphological
Relating to or concerned with the formation of admissible words in a
language.
Morphological differences.

obelisk A mountain tree or other natural object resembling an obelisk in shape.

pillar Something shaped like a pillar.
He is a pillar of the community.

https://grammartop.com/builder-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/carving-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/column-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/configuration-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/frame-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/pillar-synonyms
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pylon
A monumental gateway to an ancient Egyptian temple formed by two
truncated pyramidal towers.
Power pylons are a favorite target for terrorists.

pyramid An object shape or arrangement in the form of a pyramid.
A three sided pyramid.

remodel Cast or model anew.
The station was remodelled and enlarged in 1927.

sculpture Form or shape as if by sculpture especially with strong smooth curves.
The boundary between painting and sculpture is displaced.

seascape A depiction of a seascape.

spire
A tapering conical or pyramidal structure on the top of a building, typically
a church tower.
Spires of delphiniums.

tower A fortress or stronghold in the form of or including a tower.
He seemed to tower over everyone else.

trestle A framework consisting of a horizontal beam supported by two pairs of
sloping legs, used in pairs to support a flat surface such as a table top.

https://grammartop.com/sculpture-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/spire-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/tower-synonyms
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